Audio Performance is a Swiss based designer
and manufacturer of professional sound
systems started in 1987 by Pierre-André
Corthésy. He is one of the early pioneers of
processor controlled loudspeaker system.
Located in Echallens (Switzerland), the
factory houses its full operation including
development, research, manufacturing,
sales, marketing, communication, technical
support, system design, shipping, accounting
and administration. All loudspeaker systems,
processors and amplifiers are built,
assembled and tested in the factory assuring
the best in quality and reliability.
Our products are actually sold through a
network of qualified distributors, based either
in Europe or in Asia.
Since 2015, Patricia Duboux took place in
the headquarters as the president of the
company. This year, we also began a
collaboration with Switzerland Global
Enterprise in order to expand our brand
presence around the world.

Through the years, they seduced numerous and
prestigious organisations and have been installed in
places such as:

the Olympic Games of Athens in 2004,
the CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research),
the ONU (United Nations Organisation);
Rolex Industries;
Monza Rally Show, Milan, Italy;
A lot of Television networks;
Mercedes Benz, Milan, Italy;
Bob Dylan and Elton Jhon in Caracalla Theatre - Rome - Italy
Rio 2016 Olympig games in partnership with Omega
and many more…

OUR MISSION.

Provide services and high quality products
offering the optimal solution and ensuring
complete customer satisfaction.

OUR VISION.

To provide alternatives in accordance with
the requirements and customer needs,
constantly having as objective to offer
services and products that can be expected
of a company of excellence.

OUR GUARANTEE.

To be a company offering to its clients
professional service while ensuring a
partnership of trust and quality.

is a Swiss based designer and
in the factory assuring the best in quality and reliability.
Our Audio Performance products are actually sold
through a network of qualified distributors, based either
in Europe or in Asia. All loudspeaker systems, processors
and amplifiers are built, assembled and tested to
guarantee several years of free damage
in performance.
Audio Performance produce every audio system with
tested selected wood enclosures, we don’t use plastic,
pic and other materials. Every cabinet is concept to
work in every conditions guarantee perfect sound and
reliability in professional show business.
light weight, transportability, modular concept
and very high SPL limits are concept to guarantee
at musician, performers, public address and sound
engineers a perfect show in variety of location.

For example the (R)evolution on Line array: DLA10 is a compact 2 way active “line array” loudspeaker. It’s a light, simple and versatile
product designed to deliver very great sound without compromise into medium and large venues.
DLA10 is the perfect way to promise a large scale event and very High SPL on FOH.
We know that a “line source” is a hypothetical one-dimensional source of sound, as opposed to the dimensionless point source. As a line
source propagates sound equally in all directions in the free field, the sound propagates in the shape of a cylinder rather than a sphere
The two way full range Loudspeaker consists of: 2 x 10” low frequency cone driver with a in-house designed phase plug that optimizes the
vertical coverage and avoid the need of mid-range drivers, and one 1.4” exit, 3” voice coil compression driver mounted in a complex
Audio Performance Wave Guide, loaded with an adjustable horizontal constant directivity horn, gives the user to adapt the horizontal
directivity by step of 15° from 60° to 120° without removing the front grill.

No compromise between size and
sound, It’s just Small and Powerfull!!

The specific conception enables the DLA10 to reach 55Hz without the need of a
subwoofer and to deliver a flat frequency response up to 18kHz (+/- 3dB).
It can be used either in a fully 2 way active mode or bi-amplified with the SUB6amp (one SUB6-amp for 2x DLA10).
The DLA10 is the result of 30 years of experience and success
in PA System from Audio Performance.
We are working in present with a Philosophy self oriented in the future of audio.
People want listening music and audio with the same quality of a CD anche
Audio Performance guarantee this without colored sound. Every system playing in
very natural and the EQ is often in flat in mixing desk.

Please let us know your position in your company, and your role since the company's establishment until now.
I'm Pierre-André Corthésy, one of the early pioneers of processor controlled loudspeaker system.
the CEO of Audio Performance since it starts in 1987 and I'm responsible for R&D and sales!
To Korean market, Audio Performance is new face. Please introduce AP for us.
Audio Performance is a Swiss based designer and manufacturer of professional sound systems started in 1987
Located in Echallens (Switzerland), the factory houses its full operation including development, research, manufacturing,
sales, marketing, communication, technical support, system design, shipping, accounting and administration.

All loudspeaker systems, processors and amplifiers are built,
assembled and tested in the factory assuring
the best in quality and reliability.
As a company focused on every our customers, so, to
Korean market we are able to make all their projects
come true and satisfy all their needs thanks to our research
department that is active launching new products and
responding to specific requests.
Many products have been manufactured
on demand when the market
sometimes did not answer to customers’ preoccupations.
Our experienced allows us to provide the best advices
and built the best project in collaboration with our client.

Please explain to us DLA's horizontal directional angle modification. How it works. It's mechanism.
(How it is important and good, etc.)
The advantage of having the possibility to adjust the horizontal directivity is to focus the sound where it should be addressed,
avoiding reflections that will affect the frequency and phase response and the intelligibility index (RASTI)
The horn consists of a wave guide that creates a flat front wave at it's output and of two aisles mounted on 2 axis each.
The aisle can rotted along those axis and their positions are looked by 2x spring plungers by 15°step.

How AP's products can make high SPL and high quality despite
it's relatively compact and small size?
Our continuous R&D in loudspeaker chassis
and high frequency drivers design allow us to achieve this!
If there is AP's unique technology in speaker system,
please tell me about it.
The technology behind our loudspeaker system
is only one word: The best quality products
with no compromise regarding cost!

